Environmental history in Russia and about Russia

There are two distinct flows of publications in the field of Russian environmental history: environmental history in Russia and environmental history about Russia. The peculiarities of Russian environmental history are connected to the fact that although there are positive developments of the field in Russia, interest from outside is still more pronounced. On the other hand, Russian scholars in this small field are more international than in established subfields of history. The consequences of this situation are a growing number of publications in English compared to publications in Russian (English is the most popular language for publications in the field, even for environmental historians working in Russia).¹

Environmental history in Russia is poorly institutionalised. The very small Center for Environmental and Technological History at the European University at St. Petersburg had been the main headquarters from its foundation in 2002 until its closure in 2015. In 2016 this Center found new life as the Laboratory for Environmental and Technological History at the Center for Historical Research of the St. Petersburg School for Social Sciences and Humanities within the leading Russian university, the National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE SPb) http://sh.spb.hse.ru/en/chr/eth/. Its members are the representatives of Russia for ESEH, participate in international projects, and produce publications in both English and Russian. They are also popularising environmental history in Russia, for instance by publishing a collection of Russian translations of the best environmental history that, along with a recent translation of Joachim Radkau’s book, include a few works that introduce environmental history to the Russian audience.²

The main directions of research in the Laboratory are:

- environmental and technological history of natural resources, mainly history of water, forests,³ fisheries⁴ and mining;

¹ For a bibliography of nearly 500 items in English on Russian environmental history, see: https://www.zotero.org/groups/271874/russian_environmental_history.
⁴ J.A. Lajus and D.L. Lajus, (eds.), More nashe pole: Kolichestvennye dannye o rybnykh promyshlakh Belogo i Barentseva morei, 18 – nachalo 20 v (St. Petersburg: European University at St. Petersburg, 2010); J. Lajus, A. Kraikovski, D. Lajus, ‘Coastal Fisheries in the Eastern

• cultural history of rivers;
• history of the Arctic (in cooperation with historians from Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm);
• interrelations of natural and cultural heritage.

Environmental history is taught at undergraduate and graduate levels at HSE SPb, especially at the international Master’s Programme, ‘Usable Pasts’: https://spb.hse.ru/en/ma/apphist/.

Several conferences and ESEH Summer Schools on history of natural resources have been organised in Russia during the last five years in cooperation with the Rachel Carson Center (RCC), including a major project on Russian environmental history funded by The Leverhulme Trust (leader David Moon), Tensions of Europe Network, etc. From these collaborative efforts a new collective book is being planned that was supported by RCC with short fellowships for its editors (Catherine Evtuhov, David Moon and Julia Lajus).

Other places in Russia where research, teaching and conferences in environmental history have taken place include the Russian State University
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for the Humanities in Moscow (RGGU), Kazan State University, Surgut and Cherepovets Pedagogical Universities and the Institute for the History of Science and Technology of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

Russian environmental history has also become more visible within publications of global history. Although narratives of destruction and degradation of nature are still recognisable in this scholarship, other recent overviews of the field pay more attention to new approaches in Russian environmental history that focus on the complex relations between people and nature in particular natural zones (steppe, forest, the Arctic). The importance of local
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environmental history is also growing. In addition, there is marked interest toward history of environmental thought.

Most importantly, Russian environmental history is entering new territories: Eurasian history, history of BRICS countries, Pacific history, environmental history of dictatorships, comparative studies. Subjects that still need more attention are climate, marine environment, urban spaces and human–animal relations, among others. Environmental humanities are almost unknown in Russia so far, and that fact is weakening more profound discussions of the past, present and future of human–nature relations.
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